
ACROSS
 1 Private showing or preview of an art exhibition (10)
 6 Toot or blast from a car horn or trumpet (4)
10 Curl, wave or folded edge (5)
11 Branch of medicine dealing with male-only  

conditions (9)
12 Peninsula in Argyll and Bute, but, until 1996 in 

Dunbartonshire (8)
13 Ending or last of a series (5)
15 A gypsy, especially a Hungarian one (7)
17 Thick canopy or layer, as of cloud (7)
19 Lightweight, fine white linen fabric (7)
21 Electrical component once used to detect radio 

waves (7)
22 Aberdeenshire river that flows into the North Sea 

near Newburgh (5)
24 Matt foundation make-up used by thespians (8)
27 Forms of civilised manners or decorum in  

society (9)
28 Anchor carried at a ship’s front (5)
29 (N.Z) Large fruit-eating pigeon (4)
30 Perthshire valley immortalised in Scott’s Lady of 

the Lake (4,6)
DOWN
 1 Tool with moveable jaws to hold an object being 

worked on (4)
 2 Nitrogen-fixing bacterium common in leguminous 

plants (9)
 3 (Martial Arts) Highest score a fighter can  

achieve (5)
 4 Marine slug with an internal shell and ear-like  

tentacles (3,4)
 5 Former name of the capital of Greenland (7)
 7 Type of clay used to make sun-dried bricks (5)
 8 Reminder or aid to remembering (10)
 9 (Scottish) Funeral lament or dirge (8)
14 (Aust/NZ) An inquisitive person (10)

16 One flying in a lighter-than-air craft (8)
18 Where in Scotland working centrally I can work flexibly (9)
20 (Archit.) Head or top part of a pillar or column (7)
21 Water bottle or canister used by soldiers or campers (7)
23 Oblong outer wrap worn by Arabs (5)
25 Small drum played simultaneously with a pipe (5)
26 Squirrel’s nest of twigs etc.in a tree (4)
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